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An Analytical Design Method for
Milling Cutters With Nonconstant
Pitch to Increase Stability, Part 2:
Application
Chatter stability in milling can be improved significantly using variable pitch cutters. T
pitch angles can be optimized for certain chatter frequency and spindle speed ra
using the analytical method presented in the first part of this two-part paper. In this p
the improvement of productivity and surface finish are demonstrated in three exa
applications. It is shown that chatter stability can be improved significantly even at
cutting speeds by properly designing the pitch angles. A roughing example demons
substantially reduced peak milling forces which allows higher material remo
rate. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1536656#
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1 Introduction
Chatter is one of the most critical limitations in machining f

productivity and part quality. Many models have been develo
and applied in milling and other machining operations within t
last half-century@1–7#. The most important outcome of these st
bility models is the stability lobe diagrams which can be used
determine the cutting conditions where chatter-free material
moval rate is maximized. This can be a very effective way
improving productivity. However, large chatter-free depth of c
are usually available for high cutting speeds which may not
possible to attain for some processes due to work material
machine tool limitations. High temperature alloys used in ae
space industries such as titanium and nickel are common
amples. Variable pitch cutters, on the other hand, can be use
suppress chatter in those cases. One of the advantages of the
able pitch cutters is that they can be quite effective even at
cutting speeds. In fact, the stability limits at low speeds can
further increased due to combined effects of process damping
the variable pitch.

The stability of milling cutters with nonconstant pitch has be
studied in detail in several previous studies@8–12#. These studies
used different approaches in explaining the principles of varia
pitch effect on stability, and predicting the stability limit wit
variable pitch cutters. Optimal design of the pitch angles to ma
mize stability limit, on the other hand, is very important in pra
tice which is the subject of this paper. An analytical method,
veloped for the optimal design of pitch angles based on the ch
frequency and spindle speed, is given in the first part of this tw
part paper@13#. In this part, the application of the method
practical chatter examples is demonstrated.

2 Application
The variable pitch cutters designed by the method presente

@13# have been implemented in a variety of milling operations a
resulted in significant improvements in productivity and qual
@14#. The most significant gains are obtained for the cases wh
the process is highly unstable due to very flexible parts and to
and large axial immersions. The axial depth of cut in some
these operations is much higher than even the highest stab
lobe with equal pitch cutters. The work materials such as titan
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alloys impose limitations on the cutting speed as well. The us
practice in these operations is to use extremely low cutting spe
to increase process damping which helps suppress chatter v
tions. This results in reduced productivity. In highly unstable p
cesses chatter may still develop even at very low speeds tha
practically be used. The resulting chatter marks on the surface
usually removed manually which increases cost and lead-ti
and causes surface quality variations. Variable pitch cutters s
press chatter vibrations eliminating these additional operatio
Furthermore, in some roughing operations the material remo
rate ~feedrate! is limited by the cutting force capacity of the lon
end mills. The variable pitch cutters can reduce milling forces
suppressing vibrations which may lead to significant increase
feedrate. Additionally, in both roughing and finishing operation
variable pitch cutters lead to increased tool life. This is expec
as vibrations increase wear, particularly for carbide which
highly brittle. These are significant savings especially consider
the fact that variable pitch cutters do not introduce additional c
except the initial measurement and analysis.

Some test and production application results are shown in
following. Note that in these examples the main focus is to s
press chatter and increase material removal rate without havin
reduce the depth of cut.

2.1 Example 1. In this example, chatter tests are perform
on a 5-axis machining center to improve the productivity by su
pressing chatter. The machine has a quill type spindle whic
highly flexible and generates so much chatter that very l
spindle speeds are used even for magnesium alloys which
very low cutting pressure. The cutter used was a 3-fluted, 9
mm diameter carbide end mill with 50 mm gauge length wh
was held in a 125 mm long, 35 mm diameter tool holder. Wh
the spindle extension was 180 mm, the modal parameters in T
1 were identified by impact testing at the free end of the end m

The first mode is mainly due to the spindle mode whereas
second one is due to the tool assembly. The stability lobe diag
for slotting is generated by using the analytical stability meth
for equal pitch cutters and is given in Fig. 1. Only the seco
mode is considered in the simulations as it is significantly m
flexible than the first one. Note also that process damping
been neglected in the predictions. Higher stability lobes could
be utilized since the maximum spindle speed available on
machine is 4000 rpm. As can be seen from the diagram, the
bility limits are extremely small which reduces the productivi
significantly. Very low spindle speeds are used to increase pro

e
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Table 1 Modal parameters of the end mill used for slotting tests.

Direction Mode
k

~N/mm!
m

~kg!
f n

~Hz! z

X 1 7700 0.95 453 0.13
2 6500 0.17 984 0.038

Y 1 22000 3.4 405 0.04
2 4600 0.124 969 0.093
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damping and stabilize the process. Therefore, this process
very good candidate for the application of variable pitch cutte

Figure 2 shows sound spectrums measured for different spi
speeds in slotting of the magnesium block. Chatter develope
the second mode, i.e., close to 955 Hz. The axial depth of cut
the feed per tooth were 5 mm and 0.038 mm, respectively. As
be seen from Fig. 1, 5 mm depth of cut is much higher than
stability limit, and the process can only be stabilized at low spe
~,750 rpm! with the help of process damping. A variable pitc
cutter can be designed to suppress chatter and increase chatte
material removal rate. The feedrate can further be increased u
a 4-fluted cutter which could not be used as equal pitch du
more severe chatter was experienced. Design procedure giv
@13# is quite straightforward; however, one critical decision is t
selection of the spindle speed for a newly designed variable p
cutter. This is especially important for the cases where the pro
is stabilized by process damping using slow speeds. In th
cases, higher speeds can be used with the introduction of a
able pitch cutter. Considering the chatter test results shown in
2, the target speed was selected as 2500 rpm. The optimalDP is
determined from Eq.~48! in @13# ~for N54, n52500 rpm and
vc56000 rad/s or 955 Hz! as 8 deg. From Eq.~50! in @13#, P0
578 deg is obtained, and thus the pitch angles are: 78, 86,
102. This end mill was tested in slotting the same magnes
alloy within the speed range of 2000–4000 rpm and axial dept
cuts up to 25 mm without chatter. Therefore the chatter free a
depth of cut was increased at least 5 times, but due to the
creases in rpm and feedrate~result of higher number of flutes with
the same feed per tooth!, the chatter free material removal ra
was increased more than 30 times. Sound spectrums for diffe
depths and spindle speeds are shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 Example 2. In this example, the milling of an airfoil
made out of a titanium alloy, Ti6Al4V, is considered. The stabil
limit of the process is extremely small due to highly flexib
workpiece and cutting tool. A 6-fluted carbide taper ball end m
with length-to-average diameter ratio of over 10 is used o
5-axis machining center~Fig. 4!. The long extension and the ta

Fig. 1 Stability lobe diagram for the end mill with modal pa-
rameters shown in Table 1 for slotting magnesium
36 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
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pered profile makes the cutter almost as flexible as the blade.
one of the finishing passes, the axial depth of cut is over 100 m
This is very much higher than the stability limit of the proces
thus a very low spindle speed is used to maximize process da
ing. However, even at 300 rpm severe chatter vibrations are
perienced with the equal pitch cutter. The sound amplitude and
spectrum are shown in Fig. 5. For chatter frequency of 420 Hz a
spindle speed of 300 rpm, P555, 57, 59, 61, 63, 65 pitch variation
is obtained. This cutter suppresses chatter completely, as it can
seen from the sound measurement in Fig. 6. As a result, the
face finish is significantly improved as shown in Fig. 7.

2.3 Example 3. In this example, the effectiveness of the
variable pitch cutters in roughing is demonstrated. For roughi
operations where the axial depth of cut is very large, the feedr
is limited due to the high cutting forces which may cause to
shank breakage. Similar to finishing operations~Example 2!, chat-
ter vibrations may not be suppressed even at very low speeds.
unstable cutting operations, cutting forces increase with increa
feedrate at a much higher proportion due to increased vibrat
amplitudes. Therefore, chatter suppression in roughing can lea
significant increase in material removal rate as high feed rates
be used. For one of the roughing cycles on a titanium alloy p
~similar to the one shown in Fig. 4! the sound spectrum is shown
in Fig. 8. The depth of cut varies between 100–125 mm in th
5-axis cutting cycle. The cutting tool has 6 flutes and the spind
speed is 600 rpm. For the dominant chatter frequency of 367

Fig. 2 Sound spectrums at different rpm’s using regular pitch
cutters for the slotting tests in example 1. Note different scales
on Y-axis.
Transactions of the ASME
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~as can be seen from Fig. 8!, the pitch variation is determined
from Eq. ~48! in @13# as DP54.8 deg, and the pitch angles
548, 52.8, 57.6, 62.4, 67.2, 72. When the variable pitch cu
with this configuration is used for the same roughing cycle, ch
ter is eliminated completely.

In order to demonstrate the effect of the variable pitch cutter
the cutting forces, force measurements were performed usin

Fig. 3 Sound spectrums using the variable pitch end mill in
example 1. Note different scales on Y-axis.

Fig. 4 Machining of the compressor and the cutting tool used
in example 2
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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Kistler rotary dynamometer. Figure 9 shows the peak resul
force variations with the original and the variable pitch end m
for the whole cycle. The pitch variation worked well even with th
added flexibility on the tool due to the dynamometer. The pe
cutting force varies along the tool path as a result of the chan
in the depth of cut, and the angular orientation of the cutter du
5-axis motion. As it can be seen from the figure, the peak cut
forces can be reduced up to 40% by suppressing the chatter u
the variable pitch end mill. As a result, the feedrates in rough
could be increased significantly by using variable pitch roughe
In addition, some of the semi-roughing operations could be eli
nated due to much better surface finish and dimensional con
obtained with variable pitch cutters.

Fig. 5 Sound amplitude and spectrum with the regular cutter
in example 2

Fig. 6 Sound amplitude and spectrum with the variable pitch
cutter in example 2
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 37
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Fig. 7 Surface improvement due to variable pitch cutter in
example 2

Fig. 8 Sound spectrum for example 3

Fig. 9 Cutting forces with regular and variable pitch cutters in
the 5-axis roughing cycle in example 3
38 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
3 Conclusions

In this paper, it has been demonstrated that milling cutters w
nonconstant pitch can be very effective in suppressing cha
Three examples given in the paper demonstrate increased ma
removal rate and improved surface finish using variable pitch c
ters. Due to their effectiveness in suppressing chatter, vari
pitch cutters have been implemented in production processes
tensively in turbine engine manufacturing where most of the p
and tools are very flexible. When designed properly as outline
@13#, variable pitch cutters are very effective in production en
ronment even with the some changes in chatter frequencies d
variations in machine, part and cutting tool conditions.
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An Analytical Design Method for
Milling Cutters With Nonconstant
Pitch to Increase Stability, Part I:
Theory
Chatter vibrations result in reduced productivity, poor surface finish and decreased
ting tool life. Milling cutters with nonconstant pitch angles can be very effective
improving stability against chatter. In this paper, an analytical stability model and
design method are presented for nonconstant pitch cutters. An explicit relation is obt
between the stability limit and the pitch variation which leads to a simple equation
determination of optimal pitch angles. A certain pitch variation is effective for limi
frequency and speed ranges which are also predicted by the model. The improved
ity, productivity and surface finish are demonstrated by several examples in the se
part of the paper.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1536655#
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1 Introduction
Chatter vibrations develop due to dynamic interactions betw

the cutting tool and workpiece. Especially for highly flexible m
chining systems, chatter may develop even at very slow cut
speeds which are commonly used to suppress vibrations in m
cutting. In general, additional operations, mostly manual, are
quired to remove the chatter marks left on the surface. Thus, c
ter vibrations result in reduced productivity, increased cost
inconsistent product quality.

Stable depth of cut in milling operations can be increased
using speeds that correspond to high stability lobes with reg
pitch cutters or by using special geometry cutters such as the
with nonconstant pitch. Fluctuating spindle speed has also s
lizing effect on cutting system as demonstrated in@1–4#. This can
be an effective method of chatter supression in milling especi
for the cases where part dynamics vary during machining@3#,
provided that the spindle drive system has the required band
to be able to oscillate the speed at required rates@4#. In order to
have a significant increase in the chatter free material removal
using stability lobes, usually high spindle speeds have to be u
with regular pitch cutters. This is not possible for many ope
tions, as required speeds may not be available on the mac
tool. Higher cutting speeds may also present machinability pr
lems for some materials, such as titanium alloys. Furthermore
very flexible workpieces such as thin-walled parts, the sta
depth of cut is usually very small, even at high stability lobes. T
operations which require large stable depth of cuts have to
performed using very slow speeds to increase process dam
but of course by losing stability lobe effect. In some cases, cha
may develop even at slow speeds.

Milling cutters with nonconstant pitch, or variable pitch cutte
may result in significant improvements in the stability when d
signed properly. Unlike the stability lobe or process damping
fects, they can be effective for both high and low speed appl
tions. Particularly for the cases where slow cutting speeds hav
be used, very high stability can be achieved due to combi
effects of process damping and nonconstant pitch. This requ
proper selection of pitch angles which is the topic of this pap
These cutters are effective for a certain speed and chatter
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quency ranges which can be predicted, and extended, by
model presented here. Most of the modern cutting tool grind
have the capability to make variable pitch cutters which makes
implementation of them practical in industry.

The first accurate modeling of self-excited vibrations in o
thogonal cutting was performed by Tlusty@5# and Tobias@6#.
They identified the most powerful source of self-excitation,regen-
eration, which is associated with the structural dynamics of t
machine tool and the feedback between the subsequent cuts o
same cutting surface. These and the following other fundame
studies are applicable to orthogonal cutting where the directio
the cutting force, chip thickness and system dynamics do
change with time. On the other hand, the stability analysis
milling is complicated due to the rotating tool, multiple cuttin
teeth, periodical cutting forces and chip load directions, and mu
degree-of-freedom structural dynamics.

In the early milling stability analysis, Tlusty@7# used his or-
thogonal cutting model considering an average direction for
cut. Later, however, Tlusty et al.@8# showed that the time domain
simulations would be required for accurate stability predictions
milling. Sridhar et al.@9,10# performed a comprehensive analys
of milling stability which involved numerical evaluation of th
dynamic milling system’s state transition matrix. Minis et a
@11,12# used Floquet’s theorem and the Fourier series for the
mulation of the milling stability, and numerically solved it usin
the Nyquist criterion. Budak@13# developed a stability method
which leads to analytical determination of stability limits. Th
method was verified by experimental and numerical results,
demonstrated to be very fast for the generation of stability lo
diagrams@14,15#. This method was also applied to the stability
ball-end milling@16#. In this paper, the application of the model
stability of nonconstant pitch milling cutters is presented. In ca
of variable pitch cutters, the phase between two waves is
constant for all teeth disturbing the regeneration mechanism. T
reduces the modulation in chip thickness and slows down vib
tions increasing the stability of cutting. Many different variatio
patterns can be used, however as it is shown in the paper
stability limit is maximized by using a certain pitch variation~op-
timal!, which can be determined by the model presented.

The effectiveness of variable pitch cutters in suppressing c
ter vibrations in milling was first demonstrated by Slavicek@17#.
He assumed a rectilinear tool motion for the cutting teeth, a
applied the orthogonal stability theory to irregular tooth pitch. B
assuming an alternating pitch variation, he obtained a stab

e
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limit expression as a function of the variation in the pitch. Op
et al. @18# considered milling tool rotation using average dire
tional factors, however they, too, considered alternating pitch w
only two different pitch angles. Their experimental results a
predictions showed significant increase in the stability limit us
cutters with alternating pitch. Vanherck@19# considered different
pitch variation patterns in the analysis by assuming rectilinear
motion. His computer simulations showed the effect of pit
variation on stability limit. Tlusty et al.@20# analyzed the stability
of milling cutters with special geometries such as irregular pi
or serrated edges, using numerical simulations. These stu
mainly concentrated on the effect of pitch variation on the sta
ity limit, however they do not address the cutting tool design, i
determination of optimal pitch variation. It is quite difficult t
determine optimal pitch angles for a given milling system
simulating the stability for different pitch configurations, partic
larly using numerical time domain simulations. Recently, Altint
et al. @21# adapted the analytical milling stability model to th
case of variable pitch cutters which can be used more practic
to analyze the stability with variable pitch cutters.

In this paper, a complete analytical model is presented for
design of variable pitch angles for a given milling system. F
given chatter frequency, spindle speed and number of cut
teeth, pitch angles can be optimized to maximize stability lim
In the paper, first the analytical stability model for equal pit
cutters is summarized, then the extension of the model to vari
pitch cutters is presented. Optimal pitch-angle-prediction pro
dure is followed by conclusions. The application of the develop
method is demonstrated with several examples in the second
of the paper.

2 Stability of Milling With Standard Cutters

2.1 Modeling of Dynamic Milling. Budak and Altintas
@13–15# considered both milling cutter and workpiece to have t
orthogonal modal directions as shown in Fig. 1. Milling forc
excite both cutter and workpiece causing vibrations which
imprinted on the cutting surface. Each vibrating cutting tooth
moves the wavy surface left from the previous tooth resulting
modulated chip thickness which can be expressed as follows

hj~f!5st sinf j1~n j c

o 2n j w

o !2~n j c
2n j w

! (1)

where the feed per toothst represents the static part of the ch
thickness, andf j5( j 21)fp1f is the angular immersion o
tooth ~j! for a cutter with constant pitch anglefp52p/N andN
teeth as shown in Fig. 1.f5V.t is the angular position of the
cutter measured with respect to the first tooth and correspon

Fig. 1 Chatter model for milling
30 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
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to the rotational speedV ~rad/sec!. n j and n j
0 are the dynamic

displacements due to tool and workpiece vibrations for the cur
and previous tooth passes, for the angular positionf j , and can be
expressed in terms of the fixed coordinate system as follows:

n j p
52xp sinf j2yp cosf j ~p5c,w! (2)

where c and w indicate cutter and workpiece, respectively. T
static part in Eq.~1!, (st sinfj), is neglected in the stability analy
sis. It should be noted that even though the static chip thickn
varies in time as the milling cutter rotates, it does not contribute
the regeneration and thus can be eliminated in chatter stab
analysis. If Eq.~2! is substituted in Eq.~1!, the following expres-
sion is obtained for the dynamic chip thickness in milling:

hj~f!5@Dx sinf j1Dy cosf j # (3)

where

Dx5~xc2xc
o!2~xw2xw

o !

Dy5~yc2yc
o!2~yw2yw

o ! (4)

where (xc ,yc) and (xw ,yw) are the dynamic displacements of th
cutter and the workpiece in~x! and ~y! directions, respectively.
The dynamic cutting forces on tooth~j! in the tangential and the
radial directions can be expressed as follows:

Ft j
~f!5Ktahj~f!; Fr j

~f!5KrFt j
~f! (5)

wherea is the axial depth of cut, andKt andKr are the empirical
cutting force coefficients. After substitutinghj from Eq. ~1! into
~5!, and summing up the forces on each tooth (F5SF j ), the
dynamic milling forces can be resolved inx and y directions as
follows:

H Fx

Fy
J 5

1

2
aKtFaxx axy

ayx ayy
G H Dx

DyJ (6)

where the directional coefficients are given as:

axx52(
j 51

N

sin 2f j1Kr~12cos 2f j !

axy52(
j 51

N

~11cos 2f j !1Kr sin 2f j

ayx52(
j 51

N

2~12cos 2f j !1Kr sin 2f j (7)

axx52(
j 51

N

2sin 2f j1Kr~11cos 2f j !

The directional coefficients depend on the angular position of
cutter which makes Eq.~6! time-varying:

$F~ t !%5
1
2 aKt@A~ t !#$D~ t !% (8)

@A(t)# is periodic at the tooth passing frequencyv5NV and with
corresponding period ofT52p/v. In general, the Fourier serie
expansion of the periodic term is used for the solution of
periodic systems@22#. The solution can be numerically obtaine
by truncating the resulting infinite determinant. However, in ch
ter stability analysis inclusion of the higher harmonics in the
lution may not be required as the response at the chatter lim
usually dominated by a single chatter frequency. Starting from
idea, Budak and Altintas@13–15# have shown that the higher ha
monics do not affect the accuracy of the predictions, and i
sufficient to include only the average term in the Fourier ser
expansion of@A(t)#:

@A0#5
1

T E0

T

@A~ t !#dt (9)
Transactions of the ASME
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As all the terms in@A(t)# are valid within the cutting zone be
tween start and exit immersion angles (fst ,fex), Eq. ~9! reduces
to the following form in the angular domain:

@A0#5
1

fp
E

fst

fex

@A~f!#df5
N

2p Faxx axy

ayx ayy
G (10)

where the integrated, or average, directional coefficients are g
as:

axx5
1
2 @cos 2f22Krf1Kr sin 2f#fst

fex

axy5
1
2 @2sin 2f22f1Kr cos 2f#fst

fex

ayx5
1
2 @2sin 2f12f1Kr cos 2f#fst

fex (11)

ayy5
1
2 @2cos 2f22Krf2Kr sin 2f#fst

fex

Substituting Eq.~11!, Eq. ~8! reduces to the following form:

$F~ t !%5
1
2 aKt@A0#$D~ t !% (12)

2.2 Chatter Stability Limit. The dynamic displacemen
vector in Eq.~12! can be described as:

$D~ t !%5~$r c%2$r c
0%!2~$r w%2$r w

0 %! (13)

where

$r p%5@$xp%$yp%#T ~p5c,w! (14)

The response of the both structures at the chatter frequency ca
expressed as follows:

$r p~ ivc!%5@Gp~ ivc!#$F%eivct ~p5c,w! (15)

where$F% represents the amplitude of the dynamic milling for
$F(t)%, and the transfer function matrix is given as:

@Gp#5FGpxx
Gpxy

Gpyx
Gpyy

G ~p5c,w! (16)

The vibrations at the previous tooth period, i.e., at (t2T), can be
defined as follows

$r p
o%5@$xp~ t2T!%$yp~ t2T!%#T

$r p
o%5e2 ivcT$r ~ ivc!%

~p5c,w! (17)

By substituting Eqs.~13!–~17! into the dynamic milling force
expression given by Eq.~12!, the following is obtained

$F%eivct5
1
2 aKt~12eivcT!@A0#@G~ ivc!#$F%eivct (18)

where

@G~ ivc!#5@Gc~ ivc!#1@Gw~ ivc!# (19)

Equation~18! has a non-trivial solution only if its determinant
zero,

det@@ I #1L@G0~ ivc!##50 (20)

where @I# is the unit matrix, and the oriented transfer functio
matrix is defined as:

@G0#5@A0#@G# (21)

and the eigenvalue~L! in Eq. ~20! is given as

L52
N

4p
Kta~12e2 ivcT! (22)

If the eigenvalueL is known, the stability limit can be determine
from Eq. ~22!. L can easily be computed from Eq.~20! numeri-
cally. However, an analytical solution is possible if the cross tra
fer functions,Gxy andGyx , are neglected in Eq.~20!:
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L52
1

2a0
~a16Aa1

224a0! (23)

where

a05Gxx~ ivc!Gyy~ ivc!~axxayy2axyayx!

a15axxGxx~ ivc!1ayyGyy~ ivc! (24)

This is a valid assumption for majority of the milling systems, i.
the cross transfer functions are negligible, such as slender
mills and plate-like workpieces. If the cross transfer functio
have to be included in the analysis, the eigenvalue can only
obtained by solving Eq.~20! numerically.

Since the transfer functions are complex,L will have complex
and real parts. However, the axial depth of cut~a! is a real num-
ber. Therefore, when L5LR1 iL I and e2 ivcT5cosvcT
2i sinvcT are substituted in Eq.~22!, the complex part of the
equation has to vanish yielding

K5
L I

LR
5

sinvcT

12cosvcT
(25)

The above can be solved to obtain a relation between the ch
frequency and the spindle speed@14,15#:

vcT5«12kp

«5p22c; c5tan21 k (26)

n5
60

NT

where« is the phase difference between the inner and outer mo
lations,k is an integer corresponding to the number of vibrati
waves within a tooth period, andn is the spindle speed~rpm!.
After the imaginary part in Eq.~22! is vanished, the following is
obtained for the stability limit@14,15#:

alim52
2pLR

NKt
~11k2! (27)

Therefore, for given cutting geometry, cutting force coefficien
transfer functions, and chatter frequencyvc , L I and LR can be
determined from Eq.~23!, and can be used in Eqs.~26! and~27! to
determine the corresponding spindle speed and stability lim
When this procedure is repeated for a range of chatter frequen
and number of vibration waves,k, the stability lobe diagram for a
milling system is obtained. It has been shown@14,15# that the
stability lobes generated by using the analytical model are in v
good agreement with the time domain simulations and experim
tal data.

3 Chatter Stability of Milling Cutters With
Nonconstant Pitch

3.1 Stability Analysis. The fundamental difference in th
stability analysis of milling cutters with nonconstant pitch angle
that the phase delay between the inner and the outer wave
different for each tooth:

« j5vcTj ~ j 51, . . . ,N! (28)

whereTj is the jth tooth period corresponding to the pitch ang
fp j . The dynamic chip thickness and the cutting force relatio
given for the standard milling cutters apply to the variable pit
cutters, as well. The directional coefficients given in Eq.~10! are
evaluated at the average pitch angle to simplify the formulati
Then, the characteristic equation given in Eq.~22! is valid for the
variable pitch cutters, however the eigenvalue expression will t
the following form due to the varying phase:

L5
a

4p
Kt(

j 51

N

~12eivcTj ! (29)
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The stability limit can be obtained from Eq.~29! as:

alim
np 52

4p

Kt

L

N2C1 iS
(30)

where

C5(
j 51

N

cosvcTj

S5(
j 51

N

sinvcTj (31)

Since the eigenvalue is an complex number, ifL5LR1 iL I is
substituted in Eq.~30!, the following is obtained:

alim
np 52

4p

Kt
FLR~N2C!1L IS

~N2C!21S2 1 i
L I~N2C!2SLR

~N2C!21S2 G (32)

As alim is a real number, the imaginary part of Eq.~32! must
vanish:

N2C5S
LR

L I
(33)

Substituting into Eq.~32!, alim is obtained as:

alim
np 52

4p

Kt

L I

S
(34)

It is interesting to note that the stability limit obtained for th
equal pitch cutters, Eq.~27!, can be put into a similar form by
substitutingk from Eq. ~25!:

alim52
4p

Kt

L I

N sinvcT
(35)

Note that for equal pitch cutters,S5S sinvcT in Eq. ~34! be-
comesN sinvcT in Eq. ~35! as the phase (vcT) is the same for all
teeth.

The stability limit with variable pitch cutters can be determin
using Eqs.~33! and~34!. Unlike for the equal pitch cutters, in thi
case the solution has to be determined numerically since an
plicit equation for the chatter frequency-spindle speed rela
cannot be obtained from Eq.~33!. Also, the cutter pitch angles
have to be known in advance. However, optimization of pi
angles for a given milling system has more practical importa
than the stability analysis of an arbitrary variable pitch cutt
Therefore, the rest of the analysis focuses on the optimizatio
the pitch angles to maximize the stability against chatter.

Equation~34! indicates that in order to maximize the stabili
limit, uSu has to be minimized. From Eq.~31!, S can be expressed
as follows:

S5sin«11sin«21sin«31 . . . (36)

where« j5vcTj . The phase angle, which is different for eve
tooth due to the nonconstant pitch, can be expressed as follo

« j5«11D« j ~ j 52, . . . ,N! (37)

whereD« j is the phase difference between toothj and tooth~1!
corresponding to the difference in the pitch angles between th
teeth. Considering the number of vibration waves in one cu
revolutionm can further develop this relation:

m5
vc

V
(38)

whereV is the spindle speed~rad/sec!. Note thatm is summation
of full number of waves and the remaining fraction of a wave, a
thus it is, in general, a non-integer number.

If u is defined as the tooth immersion angle corresponding
one full vibration wave as shown in Fig. 2, it is determined as
32 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
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u5
2p

m
5

2pV

vc
(39)

Therefore, the pitch angle variationDP corresponding toD« can
be determined as:

DP5
D«

2p
u5

V

vc
D« (40)

Thus,DP andD« are linearly proportional.
Equation~36! can be expanded as follows by using Eq.~37!:

S5sin«11sin«1 cosD«21sinD«2 cos«11sin«1 cosD«3

1sinD«3 cos«11 . . . (41)

There are many solutions to the minimization ofuSu, i.e., (S
50). For example, for even number of teeth,S50 when D« j
5 j p. This can easily be achieved by using linear or alternat
pitch variation:

Linear : P0 ,P01DP,P012DP,P013DP

Alternating : P0 ,P01DP,P0 ,P01DP, . . . (42)

A more general solution can be obtained by substituting a spe
pitch variation pattern intoS. Several pitch variation patters suc
as linear, nonlinear, sinosoidal and random have been tried
merically to see their effect onS. Some of the results will be
discussed later in this section. For the linear pitch variationS takes
the following form:

S5sin«1~11cosD«1cos 2D«1 . . . !1cos«1~sinD«

1sin 2D«1 . . . ! (43)

It can be found out by intuition that in Eq.~43!, S50 for the
following conditions

D«5k
2p

N
~k51,2, . . . ,N21! (44)

The correspondingDP can be determined using Eq.~40!.
In the foregoing analysis, the main approach was to increase

stability limit by minimizingSthrough proper selection ofD«. D«,
on the other hand, also affects the chatter frequency,vc , and thus
L I , which appears in the numerator of the stability limit expre
sion as given by Eq.~34!. Therefore, by changingD«, both nu-
merator and denominator in Eq.~34! are affected which in genera
would not guarantee a maximum value. However, the rate
change of the numerator is very small as the affect ofD« on L I is
not significant.S, on the other hand, heavily depends onD«.
Hence, although this approach is not a complete optimization p
cedure, it can provide acceptable solutions for practical purpo
as it will be demonstrated by examples in the second part of
paper.

The increase of the stability with variable pitch cutters over
standard end mills can be determined by considering the rati
stability limits. For simplicity, the absolute or critical stabilit

Fig. 2 Tooth immersion angle corresponding to one full vibra-
tion wave left on the surface
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limit for equal pitch cutters are considered. The absolute stab
limit is the minimum stable depth of cut without the effect
lobing which can be expressed as follows from Eq.~35!:

acr52
4pL I

NKt
(45)

Then the stability gain can be expressed as

r 5
alim

np

acr
5

N

S
(46)

r is plotted as a function ofD« in Fig. 3 for a 4-tooth milling
cutter with linear pitch variation. The phase« depends on the
chatter frequency, spindle speed and the eigenvalue of the ch
teristic equation, and therefore the stability analysis have to
performed for the given conditions. However, this can only
done for a given cutting tool geometry~pitch variation pattern!. In
this study, the intent is to determine the optimal pitch variation
a given milling system. Therefore, three different curves cor
sponding to different«1 values are shown in Fig. 3 to demonstra
the effect of phase variation onr. As expected«1 has a strong
effect onr, and 3p/2 results in the lowest stability gain. Also, a
predicted by Eq.~44!, r is maximized for integer multiples o
2p/N, i.e., for (1/4,1/2,3/4)32p. D«1k2p (k51,2,3, . . . ) are
also optimal solutions. However, they result in higher pitch var
tions which is not desired since it increases the chip thickn
variation from tooth to tooth, and may result in difficulties
grinding the flutes as some of them may become very clos
each other. It is important to note thatr cannot be optimized in a
straightforward manner by just tuning the spindle speed to ach
D«52pk/N, as this may change the chatter frequencyvc and
thusD«. Therefore, the optimal pitch variation can be determin
better if the chatter frequency and the spindle speed are kn
before the cutter is designed. This can be done by simple aco
measurements using an equal-pitch cutting tool to determine
chatter frequency. However, the chatter frequency may vary in
production environment with the introduction of the variable pit
cutter, or due to the changes in the machine condition, part cla
ing and workpiece dynamics. Also, there are usually more tha
single mode which can cause chatter especially for highly
stable milling systems, and chatter may develop at another vi
tion mode for which the pitch variation may not be optima
Modal analysis of the part-tool-spindle system is very usefu
determine the other important modes.

As it can be seen from Fig. 3 for a 4-tooth end mill with line
pitch variation, a minimum ofr 54 gain is obtained for 0.5p
,D«,1.5p. Thus, the target forD« should bep, which is one of
the optimal solutions for the cutters with even number of flut

Fig. 3 Effect of D« on stability gain for a 4-fluted end mill with
linear pitch variation
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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but it is also in the middle of the high stability area. Other varia
tion types were also tried, however they resulted in smaller hig
stability gain area than linear variation. For example, Fig. 4 show
the variation of the stability gain withD« for a 4-tooth end mill
with alternating pitch variation. In this case the high stability gai
area is much smaller than the one with the linear variation, a
thus the cutting stability is very sensitive to the chatter frequen
variations. Figure 5 shows stability gain of linear pitch cutter
with different number of teeth. As it can be seen from the figur

Fig. 4 Effect of D« on stability gain for a 4-fluted end mill with
alternating pitch variation

Fig. 5 Effect of number of teeth on stability gain for milling
cutters with linear pitch variation
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 33
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the high stability area increases with the number of teeth. It sho
be noted, however, increase of stability gainr with number of
teeth does not mean that the stable depth of cut increases a
absolute stability limit of the regular pitch cutters reduces w
number of teeth as given in Eq.~27!.

3.2 Design of Milling Cutters With Linear Pitch Variation.
As it was discussed in the previous section, the linear pitch va
tion gives higher stability gain. The maximum gains are obtain
for

D«5k
2p

N
~k51,2, . . . ,N21! (47)

Considering possible frequency variations, it is better to keepD«
close top, i.e. k5N/2 for even number of teeth,k5(N61)/2 for
odd number of teeth. Then, the relation between the pitch a
variation and the phase given in Eq.~40! takes the following form

DP5p
V

vc
for even N

DP5p
V

vc

~N61!

N
for odd N (48)

wheren is the spindle speed in~rpm!, D« is the pitch variation
~rad! andN is the number of teeth. The pitch angles have to sat
the following relation:

P01~P01DP!1~P012DP!1 . . . 1@P01~N21!DP#52p
(49)

P0 can be determined from equation~49! as follows:

P05
2p

N
2

~N21!DP

2
(50)

Therefore, for given chatter frequency and spindle speed, the
timal pitch variation can be determined from Eqs.~48! and ~50!.
This variation may result in very high stability gain, however d
to possible variations in the chatter frequency onlyr 5N can be
guaranteed provided that 0.5p,D«,1.5p condition is satisfied.
The chatter frequency range covered by a particular pitch va
tion, i.e. with a minimum ofr 5N, can be obtained by substitutin
for D« from Eq. ~40!:

0.5p,D«,1.5p

V

2DP
p,vc,

3V

2DP
p (51)

The above equation defines the range of chatter frequency
which DP linear pitch variation will result in minimum ofN times
stability increase over the equal pitch cutter, for a defined spin
speedn ~rpm!. Therefore, an important step in the design is
choseDP in such a way that the most flexible natural modes
the milling system are in the range defined above. However,
optimal DP for which the stability gain is maximized (r @N) is
given by Eq.~48!.

4 Conclusions
Milling cutters with non-constant pitch can be very effective

increasing the chatter free material removal rate. The producti
and surface finish improvements are very significant for parti
34 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
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larly low cutting speeds where there are no high-stability-lobes
equal pitch cutters. At low speeds, very high chatter free depth
cuts can be achieved through combination of increased pro
damping and variable pitch cutters. In this paper, the analyt
stability model developed previously for the equal pitch millin
cutters is modified to include non-constant pitch effect. This
sults in an analytical expression for the optimal pitch variati
which theoretically may lead to very high increases in the stabi
limit compared to the absolute~minimum! stability limit of the
equal pitch cutters. It is also shown that the optimal pitch variat
is very sensitive to the chatter frequency which may vary. Ho
ever, the proposed design of the pitch angles maximizes the c
ter frequency range in which there is large improvement in
stability limit.
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